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ABSTRACT

An action for a relativistic spinning particle interacting with

external electromagnetic field Is considered in reparametrization and local

supergauge invariant form. It is shown that various path integral

representations derived for the causal Green function correspond to the

different forms of the relativistic particle action. The analogy of the

path integral derived with the Lagrangian path integral of the field theory

is discussed. It is shown that to obtain the causal propagator, the integration

over the null mode of the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to the

reparametrization invariancejhas to be perfomed in the (0,+") limits.



I. The great interest in the problem of quantization of the relativistic

point-like particle is due to the fact that the action of the particle is a

prototype of the string. It should be noted that in fact the action of the

relativistic spinning particle was established first by Fradkin [1], when he

constructed the path integral representation for the causal Green function of

the Dirac equation. Intended for service of the corresponding path integral,

this action was not written in a gauge-invariant form. Afterwards the actions

of similar type for the spinning particle were proposed by Befezin and

Marinov [2], [3] and others [4]-[7!. The authors tend to write them in a

gauge-invariant form, particularly in the reparametrization and local super-

gauge invariant forms. Due to the extension of these space variables, the

polynomial expression, which permits the Hrait in * 0, is given.

The presence of this gauge-invariance leads to the appearance of

constraints in Hamiltonian formalism, in particular of first-class ones, which

creates the well-known problems when quantizing [8],[9]. In the majority of

the works where the canonical quantization procedure based on the Dirac

approach [8] is fulfilled, first-class constraints, if available, are considered

as the restrictions imposed on the physical states. Thus there arise Dirac

and Klein-Gordon equations. This course of action is so far groundless because

there are difficulties with a definition of the scalar product here. A consistent

procedure of the canonical quantization of a relativistic particle by means of

imposing the special gauge and the consequent realization of the commutation

relations constructed according to the Dirac bracket was given in the work of

Gitman and Tyutin [9],[10]. The Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations arise as

the Schrb'dinger equations of the corresponding quantum mechanics here.

So far there exists the problem of the quantization of the theory with

the above mentioned gauge invariant action of the relativistic particle by

means of the path integral method. We can refer to the works [11]-[13], where

the expression exp(iS) was integrated in different ways. It turns out that

the result coincides with the causal Green function of spinor fields only after

certain prescriptions, which consist in the change of odd variables including

in S by some combinations of A matrices. The necessity of these

prt_,, Iptions and the absence of the general expression for the path integral

like the general expression in the field theory mean that the problem demands

further investigation.

*) First, such an expression for the theory with the first class Bose constraints

in canonical gauges was given in [14] and in the general case, the first and

second class, both Fermi and Bose constraints in the canonical gauges in [15],[9];

in the DFV formalism, in a more general class of gauges particulary in covariant

gauges in [16]-[18].
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In our paper, we approach this problem on the other side. Namely,

following the method of Ref.[l], we derive in detail the expressions [1],[19],[20]

for the causal Green function of the spinor field interacting with an external

electromagnetic field in the form of the path integral. Afterwards we transform

this expression to the form which allows us to interpret it as a path integral

in a certain gauge with a gauge-invariant action. Then by means of this

expression in the fixed gauge we establish the expressions in a wider class of

gauges (the analogy with the derivation of the covariant gauge from the Coulomb

one) and then restore the gauge invariant part of the action and gauge fixing

terms as well. This approach achieves two goals: first, we obtain the action

of the relativistic spinning particle interacting with an external electro-

magnetic field in the reparametrization and supergauge invariant form in a

natural way, and second we get the form of the path integral which leads to

the causal Green function without any additional prescriptions. On the other

hand, the form of this path integral can serve as a leading consideration for

the construction of the general expression for the propagator of the second

quantized theory. The different path integral representations derived for

the causal Green function correspond to the different forms of the

relativistic particle actions such as: Lagrangian, Hamiltonian, with and without

gauge symmetry. * In conclusion, we discuss the analogy of the path integral

derived with the Lagrangian path Integral of the field theory.

II. It is known that the causal Green function Sc(x,y) of the spinor field

in the presence of an external electromagnetic field Aw(x) satisfies the

equation

(1)

To obtain the path integral representation for this Green function we

will briefly remind the general scheme for solving Eq.(l), following the Schwinger

proper-time method [21]. Within this method, Sc(x,y) is treated as a matrix

element of an operator S »

(2)
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where |x,a> are eigenvectors for some selfconjugated operators XM and a,

are spinor indices. The indices will be omitted if they are not important.

Let us define the operators II and rM by the relations

(3)

• <*.*\

The commutation relations have the form

From (1) it follows that

se -

One can represent the operator A as an integral over the proper time s

O&'

A = y

where p is the operator of a generalized momentum conjugated to X . Thus

(6)
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LeL us represent the transformation function g(x,y,s) as

If*.}*) - (**
\l 1

where jp> are eigenvectors of the operators p . In order to pass to the

integral, it is useful to consider the function gj(p,y,s) with the sources

path

(8)

where j(x) and £(t) are even sources to the operators X and p, and p(t)

are odd sources to T. We agree that [rp,pv(T>]+ * 0. The function

can be represented as

with

The matrix element (10) can easily be calculated
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The quantity K can be written in the form of the path integral by means of

the formula [22]

'i IA
~- c

E(A)

where x (x) and <f (x) are sets of fields with the definite Grassman

parities E(X ) = E ( f ) " e(o)l the Grassman parities of the indices of the

supermatrices M and A are determined by those of the corresponding fields.

C i= the normalizing factor, E(A) designates the path integration space of

fields
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E(A)- if* Ml, Z&E}, (14)

where E is the space of fields X-

Thus we have

£ =
(15)

where x d ) and H ( T ) are even variables and £ ( T ) are odd variables. The

restriction for the integration domain in (15) is derived from the general

formula (14).

After (15) is substituted into (9) and sources set equal to zero,

the function g(p,y,s) is found to be [1],119],[201

(16)

(17)
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where 6U are odd variables.

After substituting the expression (16) into (17) we get

(18)

where

- i$ Ff* fat)) f
is the Hamiltonian action of the relativtstic spinning particle in an external

electromagnetic field.

After the integration over it(i) in Eq.(18) we get

= c J" - tntw Ifa-

> tC
where

( 2 n

is the Lagrangian action of the relativistic spinning particle in an external

electromagnetic field.
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Note that the boundary terms -f(O)+(s) on the right-hand sides of the

expressions (18) and (20) and the antiperiodic conditions for the spin variables

t (t) which one was enforced to introduce in Bef.[ll] conventional, in our

method appear in a natural way.

III. Thus we have represented the transformation function g(x,y,s|B) in

the form of the path integral of exp{iS[x,il>]}, where Slx.t) can be interpreted

as the relativistic spinning particle action in an external field. This action

is not the reparametrizatlon invariant. Here we are going to represent the

transformation function g{*,yts|e) as the path integral over a wider class of

integration vairables of exp{iS „ } , where S „ is the sum of the well-known

gauge invariant actioon and summands which can be interepreted as gauge fixing

terms. Under the gauge invariance, we mean here the reparametrization and the

local invariance.

As first step, we will rewrite the expression (20) in the following

form

(22)

+if(
(23)

where f(t) is an arbitrary monotonous function, satisfying the boundary

conditions f(0) - 0, f(s) - s. The expression for g(x,y,s|8)

does not of course depend on the form of the function f(t), which can easily

be seen performing the e integration and making the change -t • f(Tp). This,

in turn, allows us to integrate the right-hand side of (22) over f with some

wreight functional on f. As a result we get
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M-4^fc JW"1'*•• WBMI(BBPJflH(iW*'

(24)

where »(e) is a certain functional on e. One can easily see that S[x,i|i,e]

is the reparametrization invariant because the law of transformation for e

is stipulated by the presence of &(e-f) function in the expression (22).

The summand *(e) can be Interpreted as the gauge fixing term. Let us extend

the set of the integration variables in (24) by the odd vairables x and *5

and tend to construct the effective action, whose reparametrization invariant

part is invariant under the well-known local supertransformation as well

where E(T) is an odd parameter. (Note that the initial action S[x,i|>] (21)

is invariant under the global transformations (25) with \ = 0.) To this end,

we rewrite the expression (24) identical in the following form

(27)
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t -

The expression (27) has the form of the action for relativistic

spinning particle in an external electromagnetic field. This action is

invariant under the supertransformations (25) and the reparametrization

transformations as well

(28)

where C,(i) is an even parameter.

The structure of the path integral (26) is analogous to the Lagrangian

path integral for generating the functional in the gauge field theory. Thus,

namely the transformation function g(x,y,s|B) is the analogue of the generating

functional of the gauge quantum field theory. The expression for the causal

propagator follows by means of this function according to (6) and (18), where

the integration over the proper time s is carried out in the limits (0,+™).

If these limits are (-»>,+•») then we cone to the matrix element of the

evolution operator the Dirac equation. The integration over s should be

carried out along more complicated paths in the complex plane of s for some

other Green functions which are needed [23J,[19],[201 in case that an

external field does nor conserve the stability of the vacuum.

In conclusion, we will show that the expression derived allows to

interpret the well-known circumstance that to obtain the causal propagator,

the integration over the null mode of the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding

to the first class constraint should be performed in the limits (0,+™).

Indeed, let us return to the expression (22). It contains 4-function of

e-f, where e is an analogue of the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to

the first class constraint. This implies that only field e, which satisfies

the condition

e0 = - 6 (29)
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gives an effective contribution to the path integral. The quantity on the

left-hand side of (29) is the above-mentioned null mode of the field e. Thus,

if the causal propagator is calculated by means of (6), the s-integration can

be replaced by the integration over e Q in the same limits (0,+»), At the

same time, when we are interested, for example, in the matrix element of the

evolution operator, which demands the integration over s in the limits

(-«,4"), then the domain of e Q integration remains in the limits (-",+")

as well. Thus we can say that g(x,y,s|8), which is the analogue of the

generating functional of the field theory, can be calculated following the

conventional rules by integrating over all fields with restrictions due to

the constraints only. Other restrictions on the fields caused by the structure

of the quantities which one can calculate by means of the function g(x,y,s).
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